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Lesson One (1) 

 

Articles of Iman 

Now we will learn about the qualities of Allah. 

There are seven (7) articles (beliefs) of Iman. These are the first 

three. (Teacher to explain). 

1. To believe in Allah (The Almighty).  

2. To believe in His Angels. (Malaikah). 

3. To believe in His Books. (Kutubullah). 

 

 

Exercise 

Please colour in the words below: 
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Lesson Two (2) 

 

Articles of Iman 

There are seven articles of Iman. These are the next four 

1. To believe in His Messengers. (Rasulullah). 

2. To believe in the Last Day. (YawmulAkhir). 

3. To believe in Destiny. (Al-Qadr). (Things that will happen in the future). 

4. To believe in life after death. (Akhirah). 
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Lesson Three (3) 

7 ARTICLES OF FAITH 

Allah Almighty 

Now we will learn about the qualities of Allah. 

1. Allah is One. He is alone. 

2. He alone is worthy of worship. We do not worship pray or 

anybody else. 

3. None is like Him. He is not anyone else. 

4. He knows all what is hidden. Nothing can be hidden from Him. 

 

 

Exercise – Colouring 
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Lesson Four (4) 

Story One 

The love of One Allah. 

 

Sayyidina Bilal was the slave of Umayyah. Umayyah believed in many 

gods. When Sayyidina Bilal became Muslim, Umayyah did not like it. 

He told Sayyidina Bilal to leave Islam and to worship idols. Sayyidina 

Bilal refused. His master became angry. 

Umayyah made him lie on the burning sand in the hot sun. He placed 

a heavy stone on his chest and said, “Give up Islam or die!” Sayyidina 

Bilal suffered much pain but he did not give up Islam. He would only 

say, “Allah is One! Allah is One!” (Ahad! Ahad!) 

 

 

 

 

 

Umayyah and others took turns to whip him. He was left in the sun 

to suffer. Sayyidina Bilal would only say, “Allah is One! Allah is 

One!”Sayyidina Bilal never gave up Islam. 

At last Sayyidina Abu Bakr bought Sayyidina Bilal from Umayyah and 

set him free. 
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Sayyidina Bilal, was a close and special friend of our beloved Prophet 

Muhammad (may Allah bless him and grant him peace).  

Muslims believe that Allah is One 

We will now learn more about Allah. 

1. There is only one Creator and Maker – He is Allah. 

2. Allah is the greatest and there is no one like Him. 

3. Allah is the most powerful and needs no help. 

4. Allah is not in need of food or drink. 

5. Allah has no children. 

6. Allah has no parents. 

7. Allah has no partner. 

8. Allah was not born. 

9. Allah has been forever and will remain forever.  

10. Allah alone do we worship. 
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Lesson Five (5) 

7 ARTICLES OF FAITH 

Allah Almighty 

We will now learn more about Allah. 

1. He knows what has happened (Past), what is happening 

(present) and what will happen (future). 

2. He has power over everything. He does whatever He wishes. 

3. He alone is the Creator of the Universe (world). 

4. He was not created by anyone. 

Exercise – Match up the words  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Allah is the creator 

Of the universe 

He was not created  

By anyone 

He has power 

Over everything 
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Lesson Six (6) 

Story Two 

We cannot hide from Allah 

Sayyidina Umar was the leader of the Muslims. One night he was 

walking in the streets of Madinah. 

As he passed a certain house, he heard voices coming from the 

inside. Two persons were talking. A mother was saying to her 

daughter: “let us mix some water with the milk. We can make more 

money. We are poor. We need the money. Nobody will know what 

we did.” 

 

“No,” said the daughter. “It is wrong to mix water with the milk and 

then to sell the milk. It is against Sayyidina Umar’s ruling. It is 

dishonest!” 

The mother said, “Sayyidina Umar is not here. He does not know 

what we are doing.” 

“We must obey Sayyidina Umar, even if he is not here,” said the 

daughter. “Besides, he may not know, but how can we hide from 

Allah? He sees everything, and he knows all.” 

Sayyidina Umar walked off silently. He was very pleased with the girl. 
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Allah knows everything – nothing is hidden from His knowledge 

 

1. Allah knows the number of fish in the sea. 

2. Allah knows the number of birds in the sky. 

3. Allah knows the number of leaves on the trees. 

4. Allah knows what happened in the past. 

5. Allah knows what will happen in the future. 

6. Allah knows what we think. 

7. Allah knows the good we do. 

8. Allah knows the bad we do. 

9. Allah knows when we speak the truth or when we speak lies. 

10. Allah knows who we are. 
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Lesson Seven (7) 

Allah Almighty 

 

1. He alone is the real Owner of everything. The benefit and loss 

of the entire world is in His hand. 

2. He gives Life and death. 

3. He provides food and drink for all creatures, to humans, 

animals in the sea, land and air. 

4. He himself does not eat and drink.  

 

Exercise – Colouring 
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Lesson Eight (8) 

Story Three 

The Favourite follower 

Sayyidina Junayd lived in Baghdad. He was a very religious person 

(saint). He had many followers. 

One of his followers was his favourite. He noticed that some of his 

followers were jealous of the favourite one. One day, he called all 

the followers. He said to them, “each one of you take a chicken and 

slaughter it where no one can see you. Bring the meat to me. I want 

to have a special dish prepared for you.” 

 

Each follower slaughtered his chicken in a place where he thought 

nobody could see him. 

All of them returned with the meat except the favourite one. His 

chicken was still alive! Then Sayyidina Junayd asked him, “why did 

you not slaughter the chicken?” 

The follower replied, “I could not find such a place where no one 

could see. No matter where I went, Allah could still see me!” 

 

We see from this story that even if no-one is watching, we can hide 

from people, but no-one can hide from Allah! 
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Allah sees everything – Nothing is hidden from His sight. 

 

1. Allah sees an ant walking in the darkness of the night. 

2. Allah sees the elephant walking in the jungle. 

3. Allah sees fish swimming in the sea. 

4. Nothing is too far or near for Allah. 

5. Allah sees in darkness and in light. 

6. Allah sees everything we do. 

7. We cannot hide from Allah. 

8. Allah sees our good and bad actions. 

9. He sees us, but we cannot see Him. 

10. Allah sees but needs no eyes. 
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Lesson Nine (9) 

 

Allah Almighty 

1. He does not sleep. 

2. He has always existed, and He will always exist. 

3. He did not give birth to anyone nor was He born. 

4. He has no relationship. He has no mother, father, son, 

daughter, brother, sister or wife. 

Exercise – colour in the mosque.   
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Lesson Ten (10) 

 

Story Four 

A Prayer answered 

Once our beloved Prophet Muhammad (may Allah bless him and 

grant him peace) and his companions (friends) were faced by an 

enemy of 1,000 people at a place called Badr. At the time the 

Muslims had only two horses and about seventy camels. They were 

313 in number. The place where the Muslims had camped (stayed) 

had very loose sand, making it difficult to walk and no water to drink. 

On the other hand, the enemy, besides being great in number, had 

all kinds of weapons as well as being camped at a place where the 

ground was very hard. They also had several wells to drink water 

from. 

Our beloved Prophet (may Allah bless him and grant him peace) 

lifted his hands and made dua unto Allah to help the Muslims against 

the enemy. Allah answered his dua and caused a rainfall which 

hardened the ground as well as provided fresh water for the 

Muslims. This same rainfall caused the ground on the enemy side to 

become slippery and the water in the wells to become muddy. 

The next day Allah helped the Muslims by sending down angels to 

fight on their side causing the enemy to be totally defeated. 

 

We learn from this that whenever we need anything, we should 

make dua to Allah! 
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Allah hears everything – Nothing is kept secret from Him. 

 

1. Allah hears the buzzing of the bee. 

2. Allah hears the roar of the lion. 

3. Allah hears the silent movement of an ant. 

4. No sound is too soft or too loud for Him. 

5. No sound is too near or too far for Him. 

6. Allah hears everything we say. 

7. Allah hears when we pray. 

8. Allah hears when we swear or lie. 

9. Allah hears the good we speak. 

10. Allah hears but needs no ears. 
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Lesson Eleven (11) 

 

Allah Almighty 

1. There is no one like Him.  

2. He is free from all faults and weakness. 

3. He has no body, He is not like us. 

4. He is not in need of anyone. Everything depends on Him. 

5. He has every good quality. 

 

Exercise – Colour in the words. 

 

 

1 – There is no one like  

 

 

 

 

2 – Allah Almighty has every good 

 

 

 

 

3 – Allah is free from  
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Lesson Twelve (12) 

 

Story Five 

Two young pigeons 

Our beloved Prophet Muhammad (may Allah bless him and grant 

him peace) was sitting and talking to his companions (friends). A man 

came up to them and said, “a wonderful thing happened. I was 

passing by a bush and heard a chirping noise. I peeped in and saw 

two young pigeons. I picked them up in my wrapper and walked on. 

By this time the mother pigeon came and saw the empty nest. She 

began flying above us. I opened my wrapper and how strange! The 

mother pigeon came down into my wrapper and sat over the young 

ones. See! They are still in my wrapper.” 

Our beloved Prophet Muhammad (may Allah bless him and grant 

him peace) saw the birds and said to the man, “go at once and put 

them back in their nest. A mother has so much love for her young 

ones. However, my companions (friends), Allah has far more love 

and concern for his creation.” 
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Allah loves all His creation – All are equal before Him. 

 

1. Allah loves us more than a mother loves her little baby. 

2. Allah loves the poor and the rich. 

3. Allah loves men and women. 

4. Allah loves people of all colours. 

5. Allah made us Muslims because He loves us. 

6. Allah loves those who obey (listen) Him. 

7. He loves those who are helpful to other people. 

8. He loves those who are truthful. 

9. He loves those who are truthful. 

10. Allah loves those who seek forgiveness when they do wrong. 
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Lesson Thirteen (13) 

 

Allah Almighty 

1. Everything Allah does is for a good reason. 

2. No one can see Him with their physical eyes in this life. 

3. Sayyidina Muhammad (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam), our 

Prophet is the only one who has seen Him. 

4. Muslims shall see Him in the hereafter. 

5. His personal name is ‘Allah’. He has many other names. These 

names are called the Asma-e-Husna (the beautiful Names). 
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Exercise– Colouring. 

Please find and colour in all the ‘A’ letters below: 

S Q W E R T Y U I O P S D F G H J K L L S 

D A A A X A U I L A F S E A A A D A G A D 

C A Y A C A T R K A D S Y A H A E A B A C 

F A E A D A C G M A I X T A N A O A S A F 

V A A A I A J V N A U C R A A A U A A A V 

G A S A U A O C B A J V E A U A O A T A G 

B A D A J A K X V A N B D A J A I A R A B 

N A E A N A A A C A A A E A N A H A S A N 

X S H U I S H U V B N M S D F G H T Y U X 

S K J N S K J N A Y A A A P O I Y T R E S 

D X C B D X C B A H A M S D F G H T Y U D 

H B F U H B F U A N A D C V B H J K I R H 

R T Y Y I S H U A B A A A V B N M K L S R 

R T Y Y S K J N A G D I A E D C V F R T R 

R S H U D X C B A T E J A B H N J M K T R 

S K J N H B F U A T A A A G F D S H J K S 

D X C B R T Y Y T D T M S D F G H T Y U D 

H B F U A A A E A E T N A F A A A Y U I H 

R T Y Y A T A Y A A Y H A G A E R Y T T R 

U S H U A G A F A A A Y A B A Y H N B G U 

S K J N A V A G A T A Y A N A A A D V F S 

D X C B A S A S A G F A A H A B J K L I D 

H B F U A X A C A C N A A I A H F V B G H 

R T Y Y A A A D A V H O A K A A A T Y U R 

 

ALLAH (THE ALMIGHTY) IS OUR CREATOR AND SUSTAINER 
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Lesson Fourteen (14) 

Story Six 

 

The blind snake 

A gang of robbers were on its way to rob (steel). They stopped at a 

place where there were three date trees. Two of the trees were 

green and had fruit growing on them. The third one was dry. 

One member of the gang saw a bird flying with fruit from the green 

tree and taking it to the dry tree. This happened a few times. The 

robber became curious. He wanted to know what the bird was doing 

with the fruit. So, he climbed up the tree. He saw a snake at the top 

of it. The snake was blind, and its mouth was open. The bird was 

putting dates into its mouth. The robber was surprised and began to 

cry. 

He said, “O Allah! You have caused this bird to provide the snake 

with food and I am busy robbing others.” 

The robber saw the kindness of Allah. 

The robber broke his sword and begged Allah to forgive him. He told 

his friends what he saw. They all broke their swords and decided to 

give up their evil ways. 
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Allah is the Most Merciful. He does not wrong anyone. 

 

1. Allah is more merciful to us than a mother is to her child. 

2. Allah gave us the day to work and the night to rest. 

3. Allah created the sun and sends down rain. 

4. He provides food and drink for all his creation. 

5. Allah is also merciful to the animals in the jungle. 

6. He is merciful to the fish in the sea. 

7. He shows mercy to those in difficulty. 

8. Allah gave is the Qur’an as a mercy. 

9. He forgives our sins and rewards us. 

10. He is the Most Merciful of all those who show mercy. 
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Lesson Fifteen (15) 

Angels 

We will now learn about Angels 

1. Angels are created from light. 

2. They do not have to eat or drink. 

3. They worship Allah Almighty and praise Him. 

4. They can take any form they choose. 

5. They are obedient (listen) to Allah Almighty. 

6. They do not disobey His orders, knowingly or unknowingly. 

7. They do not do big or small sins. 

8. They have different duties. 

 

Exercise – Colouring 
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Lesson Sixteen (16) 

Angels 

 

1. Angels not male nor female. 

2. Only Allah Almighty knows their exact number. 

3. The slightest disrespect to them is disbelief and not allowed. 

4. To deny their existence is also disbelief and not allowed. 

5. Angels are invisible (we cannot see them). Special people see 

them on special occasions. 
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Lesson Seventeen (17) 

Angels 

 

1. There are four famous Angels (learn these). 

1) Sayyidina Jibreel 

2) Sayyidina Mikaeel 

3) Sayyidina Israfeel 

4) Sayyidina Izraeel 

2. These four are greater to all other angels. 

3. Sayyidina Jibreel passed on the message of Allah Almighty to 

His Prophets. 

 

Exercise: Do word search on next page 
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Exercise – Word Search 

 

S D R E T Y S D J 

R L I G H T Y I N 

D J M C T S Z S M 

B K I O F R Y R J 

I J K B A X A A K 

T E A E R V B F L 

U J E G V E S E K 

W L E F F G E E R 

E D L C V E S L E 

L J K H G F D A S 

 

Please find the following words: 
 

1. Light,  
2. Jibreel,  
3. Mikaeel,  
4. Israfeel,  
5. Izraeel. 
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Lesson Eighteen (18) 

Angels 

1. Sayyidina Mikaeel controls the rain and gives the food of all 

creatures. 

2. Sayyidina Israfeel will blow the trumpet on the Day of 

judgement. 

3. Sayydina Izraeel takes the souls of the living things. 

4. 70,000 Angels come down to the Green Dome (Ghumbad-e-

Khazra) every morning and evening. They recite Durood upon 

the Prophet (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam) and it will continue 

until The Day of Judgement. (Let us all read Durood upon our 

beloved Prophet (may Allah bless him and grant him peace). 
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Lesson Nineteen (19) 

Angels 

 

1. An Angel is appointed on the Green Dome, who is gifted with 

the power to hear all creatures. Wherever Durood is recited he 

conveys it to Our Prophet (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam). 

 

2. Every person has two Angels with them. They write good and 

bad deeds. They are called Kiraman Katibeen. 

 

3. Two Angels visit each person in the grave. They ask different 

question, they are called Munkar and Nakeer. 

Exercise – colour in the dome. 
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Lesson Twenty (20) 

Angels 

 

1. The angels have great power. One angel can do the work of 

thousands of men. 

2. A group of angels remain in search of Dhikr gatherings 

(mehfils/majlis) on the earth. On finding it, they join in happily. 

When the gathering ends they return to Allah Almighty and 

mention to Him. 

3. On hearing this Allah Almighty says: O my Angels! Be my 

witness! I have forgiven all the people in that gathering. 

. 

 

Exercise – colour the words. 
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Lesson Twenty-One (21) 

 

Divine Books 

 

Allah, The Almighty, revealed many small books including four 

big books for the control of mankind. These are the four big 

books. 

 

1. The Towrat was given to Sayyidina Musa (Alayhis Salam). 

 

2. The Zaboor was given to Sayydina Dawood (Alayhis Salam). 

 

3. The injeel was given to Sayyidina Isa (Alayhis Salam). 

 

4. The Qur’an was given to our beloved Prophet (Sallallahu 

Alayhi Wassallam). All these books were full of knowledge 

and wisdom. Muslims believe in these books and respect 

them. They no longer exist in their original form. These 

books have been changed. The Qur’an has replaced all these 

scriptures (books), so Muslims only act upon the Qur’an.  
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Exercise – Fill in the empty boxes. (As a class) 
 

Prophet Which Holy Book was received? 

Sayyidina Musa 

(‘alayhis-salaam) 

 

Sayyidina Dawood 

(‘alayhis-salaam) 

 

Sayyidina ‘Isa 

(‘alayhis-salaam) 

 

Our beloved Prophet 

Muhammad 

(Sallallahu Alayhi 

Wassallam) 
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Lesson Twenty-Two (22) 

The Qur’an 

1. The Qur’an is the final Revelation (book) of Allah (The Exalted). 

It was revealed to our beloved Prophet Muhammad (May Allah 

bless him and grant him peace). 

2. The Qur’an is in its original form. It will remain protected 

forever. Allah (The Exalted) Himself took the task to protect it. 

3. Any type of change in the Qur’an will not happen. 

4. The Qur’an is the only one of its kind and unmatched book.  

5. To produce a book like it is impossible. 

 

 

Exercise – Colour the big words. 

 

1 – The Holy Quran was revealed to Prophet 

 
(May Allah bless him and grant him peace). 

 

 

2 – Any type of change in the Qu’ran will 

happen.  
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Lesson Twenty-Three (23) 

The Qur’an 

1. It was revealed step by step (slowly). 

 

2. Its revelation was finished over a 23-year period. 

 

3. The Qur’an has 30 parts (Para) and 114 Chapters (Surahs). 

 

4. To learn the Qur’an by heart (memorising) of the Qur’an by 

common people is its miracle. Other divine books were 

memorised by the Prophets alone. 

 

5. Previous books were revealed to some people and areas. 

However, the Qur’an is guidance for all humanity. People of all 

times, areas and nations can benefit from its teachings. 

 

Exercise - Colouring on next page 
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Lesson Twenty-Four (24) 

Prophets (Nabis) 

1. A Nabi is a person to whom Allah Almighty gifted a book for 

guidance (right way) of people. 

2. All of them were human beings. They were neither Jinn nor 

Angels (other creation). 

3. All of them were men. None of them were women. 

4. Revelation (books) only came to them. 

 

Exercise – colouring 
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Lesson Twenty-Five (25) 

Prophets (Nabis) 

1. Prophets dreams are also revelations. 

2. No one can become a Nabi by his own effort (hard work) or 

worship (praying). It is only from Allah Almighty. 

3. They remain free from disgusting things in their families, body, 

speech, and habits. They are pure. 

4. Prophethood cannot be taken away. 

 

Exercise – colour
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Lesson Twenty-Six (26) 

Prophets (Nabis) 

 

1. Nabis are absolutely sinless. They remain free from big or small 

sins. 

2. They have passed on the commandments (orders) of Allah 

Almighty to His servants completely. They did not hide any of 

them for any reason. 

3. Allah Almighty gifted them the knowledge of the unseen. 

(knowledge of the past, present and the future). 

4. They are greater than all creatures. 

 

Exercise – colour 
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Lesson Twenty-Seven (27) 

Prophets (Nabis) 

 

1. No one can equal the Prophets. 

 

2. We must show them respect. 

 

3. Their disrespect is not allowed. 

 

4. Allah Almighty sent many Prophets, from Sayyidina Adam, to 

our Beloved Prophet (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam). 

 

 

Exercise – colour and learn. 

 

 

1 – Nabis are absolutely  

 

 

 

 

2 – We must show to Nabis 
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3 – Nabis are than all creatures 

 

 

 

4 – Their is not allowed 

 

 

5 – Nabis are sent by . 
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Lesson Twenty-Eight (28) 

Prophets (Nabis) 

 

1. We do not know the exact number of Nabis sent by Allah 

Ta’aala. 

2. Allah Almighty created Sayyidina Adam without a father or 

mother. 

3. Sayyidina Adam is the first human being. 

4. Sayyidina Isa was born without a father. 

5. Allah has gifted Nabis with miracles (special powers). 

6. All of them are very great in Allah Almighty’s court. 

7. They are alive in their graves and worship their Lord. 

 

Exercise – Colouring 
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Lesson Twenty-Nine (29) 

 

Our Prophet (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam) 

 

1. He is greater than all the Prophets. 

2. The Prophethood of other Prophets was limited to specific 

people but his Prophethood is for all Mankind and in fact for 

the whole universe. 

3. The period of Prophethood of other Prophets was limited but 

his Prophethood is for all times. 

4. His Light was created from the Light of Allah Almighty directly 

(not part of Allah) and the rest of creation came into being 

through him. 
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Lesson Thirty (30) 

 

Our Prophet (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam) 

 

1. He is the very first creation and existed before all else. Allah 

Almighty created his light before anything else. Then it was 

placed into Sayyidina Adam.  

2. He is a human being unlike us, he is the Best of Humanity and 

the leader of Humanity. 

3. He is a human being as well as Light. 

4. He has all the excellent features of all the Prophets. 
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Lesson Thirty-One (31) 

 

Our Prophet (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam) 

 

1. Allah Almighty bestowed him with an abundance (a lot) of 

unique (special) rights. 

2. He alone saw Allah Almighty in this world. 

3. He alone saw Sayyidina Jibreel in his real form. 

4. Allah Almighty, bestowed him the keys of all the treasures of 

the earth and the heavens. 

 

Exercise - Colouring 
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Lesson Thirty-Two (32) 

 

Our Prophet (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam) 

 

1. All gifts given in this world and the hereafter are seen in the 

universe through him. 

2. His virtues (goodness) are countless. 

3. He is the Final Prophet of Allah Almighty. 

4. Allah Almighty bestowed him with unlimited knowledge, more 

than everyone in his creation. 
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Lesson Thirty-Three (33) 

 

Our Prophet (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam) 

 

1. It is obligatory (have to) for a believer to love him more than 

everything else in the world. 

2. He is the reason for the existence of creation. If he was not 

created, nothing would have been created. 

3. It is essential to recite Durood upon hearing, writing and 

speaking his name. 

4. It is forbidden (not allowed) to write the short form of Durood 

(e.g. S, SAW, and PBUH etc.) after his name. 

 

 
 

Recite QasidaBurdah Sharif as a class 

 

Mowla Ya Salli Wasallim Da Iman Abadan… 
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Lesson Thirty-Four (34) 

 

Our Prophet (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam) 

 

1. It is desirable/a good deed (mustahab) to kiss the thumb nails 

and rub them over the eye lids out of love and respect, upon 

hearing his blessed name. 

2. He is alive in his grave. He sees the universe. He can go 

wherever he wills. 

3. Pious men see him in dreams and also while awake. 

4. Shaytan cannot take his form. 
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Lesson Thirty-Five (35) 

Story Seven 

The cave of Hira 

Our beloved Prophet Muhammad (may Allah bless him and grant 

him peace) often visited the cave of Hira. He even took his food with 

him. He used to sit all alone in this cave to think and remember Allah. 

This happened often until one day Allah sent Sayyidina Jibreel with a 

revelation. Sayyidina Jibreel told our beloved Prophet Muhammad 

(may Allah bless him and grant him peace) that Allah had made him 

the last Prophet for all people. Our beloved Prophet Muhammad 

(may Allah bless him and grant him peace) was chosen by Allah to be 

His messenger. 
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Our beloved Prophet Muhammad (may Allah bless him and grant 

him peace) the Final Messenger 

 

1. Our beloved Prophet Muhammad (may Allah bless him and 

grant him peace) was sent as a Prophet to all the people of the 

world. 

2. Our beloved Prophet Muhammad (may Allah bless him and 

grant him peace) is the greatest human being among Allah’s 

creation. 

3. Our beloved Prophet Muhammad (may Allah bless him and 

grant him peace) is the most beloved messenger of Allah. 

4. Our beloved Prophet Muhammad (may Allah bless him and 

grant him peace) is the last messenger of Allah. 

5. Our beloved Prophet Muhammad (may Allah bless him and 

grant him peace) did not commit any sins. 

6. Our beloved Prophet Muhammad (may Allah bless him and 

grant him peace) came to teach us beautiful character. 

7. Muslims must follow the ways and habits of Our beloved 

Prophet Muhammad (may Allah bless him and grant him 

peace). 

8. Our beloved Prophet Muhammad (may Allah bless him and 

grant him peace) took special care of women and the poor. 

9. Our beloved Prophet Muhammad (may Allah bless him and 

grant him peace) is our leader and master. 

We love our beloved Prophet Muhammad (may Allah bless him and 

grant him peace) more than everyone in the world. 
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Lesson Thirty-Six (36) 

 

The Family of the Prophet (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam) 

 

1. Sayyidah Faatimah is one of the daughters of the Prophet 

(Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam). His children began only from her. 

Her family are called Aale Muhammad (Sallallahu Alayhi 

Wassallam) and Sayyid. 

 

2. It is required for Muslims to respect the family of Prophet 

Muhammad (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam) and Sayyid.  
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Lesson Thirty-Seven (37) 

 

The Family of the Prophet (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam) 

 

1. Muslims should offer them gifts from their pure wealth. 

2. The Prophet (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam), Sayyidina Ali, 

Sayyida Fatima, Sayyidina Imam Hasan and Sayyidina Imam 

Hussain are collectively (called) called Panj Tan Paak (five pure 

ones) 

Exercise  

Please find the following words: 

1. Muhammad (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassalam) 

2. Fatima (may Allah be pleased with her) 

3. Ali (may Allah be pleased with him) 

4. Hasan (may Allah be pleased with him) 

5. Hussain (may Allah be pleased with him) 

F W E R T Y U       

M A L I V B H 
 

 
 

 
    

U D T F G H U       

H R T I H N S       

A C V B M J S       

M T Y U J A A       

M S D F G H I       

A C H A S A N       

D D C R F G D       
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Lesson Thirty-Eight (38) 

 

The Blessed Companions (Sahabah) 

 

1. A Sahabi is a person who met our beloved Prophet Muhammad 

(Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam) in his physical life whilst awake 

and in the state of Iman and he remained a Muslim until his 

death. 

2. All blessed sahabah were fair, pious and respectable.  

3. The Prophet (Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam) said: Respect and 

honour my sahabah because they are more excellent and better 

than you. (Mishkat) 

4. The blessed sahabah are reason for faith and guidance. 

5. Whoever follows their path is on the path of true guidance. 
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Lesson Thirty-Nine (39) 

 

The Blessed Companions (Sahabah) 

 

1. Whoever disregards their path goes astray. 

2. Sayyidina Abu Bakr Siddique has the highest rank amongst 

them, then Sayyidina Umar-e-Farooq, Sayyidina Uthman-e-

Ghani and Sayyidina Ali. 

3. All blessed sahaabah will enter Paradise. Causing insult to any 

of the blessed sahabah results in harm to the beloved Prophet 

(Sallallahu Alayhi Wassallam). 

4. Disrespect towards any Sahabi is strictly forbidden. 

5. A non sahabi can never be equal to a sahabi. 
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Lesson Forty (40) 

 

The Saints (Awliya) 

 

1. Wilaayat (sainthood) is a special gift of Allah Almighty which He 

bestowed upon His unique (special) and beloved servants. 

2. This status can also be obtained (gained) through the search of 

knowledge, excellence, worship and thought. 

3. Awliya means more than one Wali. 

4. Wali is a special servant of Allah Almighty who sacrifices all his 

wishes to show utmost sacrifices to Allah Almighty and His 

Prophet and obeys their orders throughout his life. 

 

Exercise - colouring  
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Lesson Forty-One (41) 

 

The Saints (Awliya) 

 

1. They have ability to show miracles (Karamat). 

2. They help people, with the permission of Allah Almighty before 

and after their death. 

3. The needs of others happen through their blessings.  

4. Respect and admiration for them leads to success in this world 

and the next.  

5. To seek the help of Allah Almighty through invoking them is 

permissible is Islam. 

 

Exercise - colouring 
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Lesson Forty-Two (42) 

 

The Saints (Awliya) 

 

1. They are alive in their graves. 

2. Visiting their shrines (graves) is a source of great blessings. 

3. To convey the reward of good deeds to them is a liked act in 

Islam and a source of blessings. 

4. This leads to their special spiritual attention towards us. 

5. Remembrance of their greatness and dignity is an act full 

blessing of Allah Almighty. 

6. We should try our best to follow in their footsteps. 

7. We can achieve the pleasure of Allah Almighty. 

Exercise - colouring 

 


